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ABSTRACT

Using the least square method, the problem for computing periodic solution of
autonomous ordinary differential equations has been reduced to a problem of minimization
on a normal plane. The conjugate gradient method is used to yield successive initial
value, and the Runge-Kutta method is used to solve the initial value problem in the
ordinary differential equations. So a new method for this problem is formed. As examples,
it is applied to the Brusselator model and Field-Noyes model of Belousov-Zhabotinskii
reactions. The numerical results obtained show that this method is very efficient.
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1 Introduction

The existence of stability oscillatory is well known in some ecological, chemical and bio-
chemical systems [1], [2], Modeling mathematically for these systems the autonomous
ordinary differential equations are obtained and the oscillatories are described by periodic
solutions of the systems. By using a qualitive method one can demonstrate the exis-
tence and outline the periodic solution in some special region [3], [4], but only by using
the numerical method one can find the solution concretely and minutely. A numerical
method for finding the periodic solution of nonlinear autonomous differential equations
was described in [5], but it was also pointed out that the application of this method to
more than two-dimensional problems is difficult.

We know the right side of the differential equations defines a direction field. A point
can be chosen as an approximate initial value and the direction at this point can be
taken as a normal vector of the plane passing this point, here the plane is called the
normal plane. In this paper the problem for computing the periodic solution of nonlinear
autonomous differential equations in n-dimension is reduced to a minimization problem
on the normal plane, which is (n-l)-dimensional. The conjugate gradient method is used
to yield successive initial value, and the Runge-Kutta methods are used to solve the
initial value problem in ordinary differential equations. By this method the computational
efficiency can be greatly improved, and the demand on accuracy of initial value is very
little. This method will be successful only if the normal plane cuts the periodic solution
curve. The numerical practice in this paper shows that our approaches are feasible and
effective.

2 Algorithm

A general autonomous ordinary differential equations are given below

£ = i«u) (2.1)

here u = (ux,u2, • • •, un)
T, A(u) = (/i(u),/2(u), • - - , /n(u))T . We suppose it has a pe-

riodic solution u(i), with period T, i.e. u(i) = u(t + T) for arbitrary t. If a point on
solution curve u(i), denoted by u(0), is given, the problem for periodic solution could
become a usual initial value problem in ordinary differential equations. However such a
point and the period T are unknown.

The right side of (2.1) defines a direction field in a n-dimensional region. Take a point
), which is close to u(0), but not necessary on the periodic solution curve. Let

n = \\A(uW(0))\\

be the unit vector of A(u^(0)). The plane with the normal vector n and passing the
point u(0)(0) is

n T ( u - u ( 0 ) ) = 0 (2.3)

which is called the normal plane. We take a disc region with radius R and centre u
on the normal plane.



When t € [0,T] the periodic solution is a closed curve in n-dimensional space. We
suppose the curve intersects with the normal plane, but does not contact it. Generally
speaking, the solution curve of (2.1), which goes from point u(o)(0), is not closed. Accord-
ing to continuity we can suppose it will intersect with the disc again when the t increases,
if the point u^o'(0) is sufficiently near to the periodic solution curve.

We are now in the position to solve initial problem of the ordinary differential equa-
tions:

u(0) = uW(0) (2.4)
3 = 0,1,2, . . .

The solution curve goes from ul*'(0), which is in the disc region on the normal plane.
When it come back to the disc again along with the increase of t, the intersection point
and the correspondent t are denoted by u(T^) and T^\ respectively. T^ can be regarded
as an approximation of the period.

According to the law of the least square and taking into consideration that u(T^),
u(0) lie on the normal plane, let

J(u(0)) = J(u(0)-u(r),u(0)-u(T))
nT(u(r) - u(0)) = 0 (2.5)
nT(u(0)-u<°)(0)) = 0

When we chose u(0) on the normal plane to minimize the inner product, namely the right
side of first formula in (2.5), a minimization problem in (n-l)-dimension space is formed. If
the solution curve has intersection point with the normal plane, the minimization problem
at least has a solution u(i) and J(u(0)) = 0. By using the u(0) as initial value of (2.4),
the solution u(t) of (2.4) and T^' are approximations of the periodic solution and the
period, respectively.

We use the conjugate gradient method to solve the minimization problem (2.5), here
u(0) is an independent variable on the normal plane. To this end we have to compute

—V A\ in every step. We use the perturbation method to compute it. Suppose u(0)

has a small perturbation £u(0) in the disc on the normal plane. When ujs=0 = u(0),
u(0)+£u(0), the solutions and the approximate periods of (2.4) are denoted by u, u and T,
T, respectively. Let Su(t) = u(t)-ii(i), ST = T-T, SJ(n{0)) = J(u(0)+£u(0))- J(u(O)),

p(t) is a n-dimensional vector function and p(T) = u(T) - u(0), a = - -r- jv / i \ \ •

have

THEOREM 1. //u(0) has a small perturbation 6u(0) on the normal plane, then the
minimization problem (2.5) becomes

*J(u(0)) = ( -p ( r ) , *u(0)) + (p(T) - an, Sxi(T)) (2.6)

PROOF:
SJ(u(0)) = (u(0) - u(T), 6n(0) + u(T) - u(
^ ( 0 ) + u{T) - u (T) , fiu(O) + u(T) - u(T))

Since both 8u(0) and u(T) — u(T) are small, by omitting the higher order small terms
we obtain

= (u(0) - u(T), 6n(0) + u(r) - u(T)) (2.7)



Expanding A(u(T)) at the point u(T) and omitting the higher order small terms, we
obtain also _

u(T) - u(T) = u(T) - u(T) + u(T) - u(T)
= -6u(T) - A(n(T))6T (2.8)
= -6u(T) - A(u(T))6T

The second formula in (2.5)

nT(u(T) - u(T)) = nT(6u(T) + A(u(T))ST) - 0

results

ST = -
nT6u{T)

nTA(u(T))

place it in (2.7), (2.8) and note that

n,Sn(T))

a =

We have

SJ(u(0)) = (-p(T),

= (-p(7Vu(0)) +
= (-p(T),tfu(0)) + (p(!T) - an,

So (2.6) holds. The proof is complete.

To consider (2.4), the following results are used:

d6u(t) dA{n)
dt

here

dA(u)

du

§
« i

Su(t) <̂ u(0) = Su{Q)

d
u2

(2.9)

(2.10)

dfn dL . . . dfn
V du\ du2 dun I

Let t e [0,T], we have

THEOREM 2. Lei p(i) be a solution of the following adjoint differential equations:

\ p(T) = u(T)"- u(0)

then

= p(0)-p(T)-an (2.12)

(2.11)



PROOF: From (2.9) we have

d6u dA(u)
(-^-,p(*) _ o n ) _ (_l_J.Su,p- an) = 0

Integrating on [0, T] by parts the following is yielded

(*u, p - an)|o
r - £ («u(i), ^)dt - £ (^M^{u(0, P - an)dt = 0

Since
dA(u) dA(u).T

(—~i8u,p-an) = ([—^} (p-an),Su)
then

(6u(T)t p(T) - an) - (8u(0), p(0) - an) - £ ( ^ + [ ^ V ( P - an), 8n)dt = 0

By using (2.11) we have

(Su(T), p(T) - an) = (Su(0), p(0) - an)

and put it into (2.6)

8J(u(0)) = (-p(T), 6u(0)) + (p(T) - an, 8u(T))
= (-p(r),*u(0)) + (p(0)-
= (p(0)-p(r)-an,*u(0))

we obtain

This proves the theorem.

We will look for the minimum point u(0) only on the normal plane. Both u(0) and
u(T) are on the normal plane. Whatever p(0) — an is on it or not, taking consideration
of error in calcalation we have to compute project of p(0) — an on the normal plane and
choose the gradient vector

g = p(0) - (n ,p (0) )n-p(T) (2.13)

Particularly, if the problem is 2-dimensional, the normal plane becomes a normal
line ( the neighboring region is line segment) and the gradient direction coincides with
the normal line direction, the procedure for solving p(0) can be omitted and can let
g = u(0) — u(T). The procedure for finding out optimal u(0) is simplified as solving the
minimization problem on the normal line, which is one-dimensional problem.



3 The Computation Procedure

According to the preceding analysis of algorithm, the procedure for finding the period
solution can be described as below. Let u^° (̂0) approximate to u(0), the normal vector n
and the normal plane are achieved from right side of (2.1). By using u^°^(0) as an initial
value we solve (2.4), then u(t), T^ and u(T^) are obtained. If necessary we can solve
the adjoint linear differential equations (2.11) by backward pattern about i, i.e. to solve
p(0) from p(T<°)). g<°> is yielded from (2.13). Let w<°) = ~g<0).

When uW(0),g('), wW have been obtained. The (i+l)-th step for solving the one-
dimensional minimization problem may begin. Let

(3.1)

In order to minimize J(u| t+1 '(0)) we have to find out at and solve (2.4). If

J(uSt+1)(0)) < £ (3.2)

then procedure can be completed, and u ; (t) is an approximate periodic solution, J1'1"*"1^
is an approximate period. If the (3.2) does not hold, we can solve the adjoint linear
ordinary differential equations (2.11) to find out p('+1'(0), and let [6]

7 , i . ( f ^ ' S ^ . (3.3)

i = 0 , 1 , 2 , - ••

then turn to (i+2)-th steD.
We use 2nd order interpolation polynomial for one dimensional minimization problem.

Denote briefly
J(u«(0) - aw«) = J{a) (3.4)

Given «o, <*i, <*2 to compute J(a0), J(CKJ), J ( Q 2 ) , the three points can define a quadratic
order interpolation polynomial of J(o),

tp(a) — aa2 + ba + c (3.5)

here
a = J(at, Q(_!, Q ( _ 2 )

ft = J(ct,, a;_!) - (a, + at_1)J(ahai_1, at_2) (3.6)

The J(ai, «(-i),«/(«;, at(-i, a;-2) denote first and second difference of J(a). The minimum
point of ip(a) is

(3.7)



The U[+1 (0) is determined by a;+1 and (3.1). We take u } ^ (0) as an initial value,then
solve (2.4), and compute J ( Q ; + 1 ) . The largest one among J(a;+i), J{at), J(o/_i), J(a;_2)
can be omitted. So the new three points and their values are obtained again. We can stop
when (3.2) hold or do it some times. We take the largest time equal to 5 in this paper.

If the quadrative interpolation polynomal ip(a) does not have minimum point or just
J(ai+i) is the largest one, then we take two small values among J(oti), «/(c*;_i), J{ai-2) to
form a linear interpolation polynomial and take its zero point as cti+i, in order to accelerate
convergence .

The numerical method, for example the implicit Runge-Kutta method, is used for
solving the initial value problem in ordinary differential equations (2.4). The discrete
step of t is denoted by h. When u J + i was yielded from u,, we have to check that if u J + i

is across disc on the normal plane. When Uj+i is across it, the intersect and the time t,
which are denoted by u(T^), T^\ can be denned by using linear interpolation .

The coefficient matrix of adjoint linear differential equations (2.11) is obtained by
using interpolation too. The steps of i for solving numerical solution of (2.11) are taken to
coincide with ones of (2.4) and the computational procedure is taken backward pattern
about t.

4 Numerical practice

Example 1. The famous Brusslator' model in dissipation is

= A ~ (B + l)x + x2y
(4.1)

where A, B are positive coefficients. When B > 1 + A2 there is a limit cycle or periodic
solution [3]. We take A = 1, B — 3. Since n = 2, the normal plane degenerate into
a straight line, which is the normal line. The procedure for solving adjoint differential
equations can be omitted. The change of sign in the inner product (n, u(t) — u(0)) can
judge if the curve across the normal line segment. So the T^ can be computed. By using
presented method and two order implicit Runge-Kutta method for solving (2.4) we obtain
the results in Table 1 for some different initial values. All real numbers are taken single
length arithmetic here. In Table 1 the third column, namely time, indicate the number of
solving initial problem (2.4). The last column u^(0) is the final approximation of u(0).

Table 1

u<°>(0)
2.0,2.0
2.0,4.0
2.0,6.0
4.0,2.0
4.0,4.0
4.0,6.0

2J(ul°>(0))
4.013856e-01
9.026728e-02
1.733149e+00
2.397104e-01
1.887851e+00
5.283966e+00

time
5
3
3
5
3
3

2J(uW(0))
1.480771e-ll
3.184155e-10
8.380585e-10
2.948539e-10
1.659828e-10
3.437961e-10

T
7.1565
7.1565
7.1565
7.1566
7.1565
7.1565

uW(0)
2.806571,2.403286
1.684179,3.715761
0.646447,4.721644
3.472134,1.551305
2.585821,2.667408
1.659904,3.743479



Table 1 shows that the convergence rate is very fast and the demand on accuracy of
initial values is very little. According to computational results the limit cycle is drawn in
Fig 1. There is the singular point (1,3) in inside of the limit cycle.
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Example 2. B. P. Belousov and A. M. Zhabotinskii noted that different organic acids
and metal ions could be used in reaction and still preserve oscillation. Under some as-
sumptions R. J. Field and R. M. Noyes [1] have given a simple model which mechanism
retains quantitative features. By using some transformation of variable their model of
the Belousov -Zhabotinskii reaction is

ay
= s(y - xy + x - qx2)

(4.2)
tz
It

where s = 77.27, q = 8.375e — 6, w = / = 1.0. It is an ordinary differential equation with-
out initial conditions. S. P. Hastings and J. D. Murray showed that the model equations
have an oscillatory or periodic solution [4].

We use presented method to solve the periodic solution of this problem. Since n — 3,
we have to solve the adjoint differential equations (2.11). The stiffness of the Field-Noyes
model of Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction should be conquered by using self-adaptive 4-order
implicit Runge-Kutta method with variable step.

The idea of self-adaptive method with variable step mentioned here is described as
below:

Suppose the step of t is h at moment in, we use h to compute un+1, from un, denote
un+i by u£+1. We use ft to compute two times, namely from un to compute un + i and

- - 2

then to compute un+1 from u n + | , denote un+i by u^+1. The IJUn+i ~ "n+ilh c a n estimate
the truncation error. We restrict h by hmaX7 which equals to 0.04 in this paper, and t is
the requirement of accuracy. So the procedure is

8



1. If ||u*+1 — u£+1 | |2 > e, this step is not successful, we omit it, replace h by | , and
do it again.

2. If ||Un+i — u^+1 | |2 < e, this step is successful. Le tu n + i = u^+1 and

a. if ^ < ||u*+1 — u£+1 | |2 < e, the next step of t is unchange.
h

b- # llun+i ~ un+ill2 < j&, the next step of t is taken 2h, but it is just taken hmax if
2h > hmaj;.

We can use the extrapolation method to improve the accuracy of un + 1 . C. W. Gear
point out [7] that all results about convergency, stability and error's estimate of implicit
Runge-Kutta methods with fixed step is also effective to the methods with variable step
if the largest step is restrict. This gives a theoretical basis of self-adaptive method with
variable step.

2=40000

x-120000
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Table 2

g

8.333739e-03
-2.000361e-02
1.876618e-01

1.294955e-05
4.923687e-04
5.186635e-05

w

-8.333739e-03
2.000361e-02
-1.876618e-01

-1.300868e-05
-4.922267e-04
-5.319774e-05

i

0

1
2
3
4
5

6

a

-0.799808
-0.399904
-0.999756
-1.019751
-1.019551

-0.799235

2J(u<'>(0))
3.566940e-02

1.426972e-03
1.284108e-02
2.448174e-07
1.451247e-05
1.422854e-05

9.793161e-09

231.503

231.830
231.667
231.911
231.919
231.919

231.902



The computational procedures are recorded in Table 2 and Table 3 for u*°'(0) = ( 2.5,
1.65, 2.59) and (10.0, 50.0, 50.0), the final approximate values of u(0) are (2.4916579,
1.6696053, 2.4023413) and ( 1.0030284, 331.20989, 7651.67908) , respectively. Here all
real numbers are double precision.

According to the computational result the periodic solution curve of the model is
drawn in Fig. 2, where the y-axis is magnified 50 times.

Table 3

g

8.989289e+00
-2.439098e+02
-7.601184e+03

5.682839e-03
-3.724665e+01
1.195153e+00

-2.156741e-04
4.859032e-03
1.825308e-01

w

-8.989289e+00
2.439098e+02
7.601184e+03

-5.898636e-03
3.725250e+01

-1.012680e+00

2.156904e-04
-4.961698e-03
-1.825280e-01

i
0

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13

a

-0.800188
-0.400094
-1.000222
-1.020227
-1.020027

-0.799972
-0.399986
-0.999953
-1.019952
-1.019752

-0.800019
-0.400009
-1.000024

2J(uW(0))
5.78646848e+07

2.315698e+06
2.083184e+07
1.388678e+03
2.453400e+04
2.407340e+04

5.557380e+01
4.999374e+02
3.334272e-02
5.888016e-01
5.777481e-01

1.333710e-03
1.200338e-02
1.012002e-ll

TW

149.009

221.021
199.811
228.425
228.404
228.404

231.230
229.853
231.900
231.967
231.966

231.900
231.900
231.899
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